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introduction

CAMLEY STREET LINK
contents

TERMS OF REFERENCE

Camley Street and Agar Grove. This reports

The terms of reference for this report are to

sets out a possible additional to the current

explore how “connectivity” can be improved

arrangements for linking Camley Street with

at the north end of Camley Street. Camley

the street network that lies to the north.

Street runs along the western flank of the
Kings Cross Railway Lands development

KINGS CROSS

site.

In

the

Railway

context
Lands

of

the

Kings

development,

Cross

significant

The report is commissioned by the Camden

improvements to the local cycleway network

Cycling Campaign and paid for by Camden

make sense, not least to improve the Kings

Central Community Umbrella.

Only the

Cross developer’s travel plan, demonstrating

northern part of Camley Street falls into the

real scope for non-polluting transport to the

CCCU area of benefit. This section - a dead-

new development. It may seem reasonable

end - is the focus of this report.

that as major beneficiaries the Kings Cross
developers defray the cost of a new link.

There is a useful existing link from Camley
Street to Agar Grove but it is unpleasant

LOCAL PRESSURE

to use and in crying need of improvement.

Considerable local concern exists about the

It involves negotiating unpleasant external

existing connection. Closing it appears to be

stairs enclosed in a steel cage and a footway

a popular option with residents of Elm Village

on the North London Line viaduct hemmed in

and some of the police. A new link may

by high brick walls. It is difficult to man-handle

facilitate closure. However, closure ought not

a bike up the stair, let alone small children or

to occur without clear undertakings about

even a wheelchair, whilst the sense of isolation

replacing lost connectivity.

and threat along the rest of the route is acute.
Lighting is poor along the way. The link is
also notably very indirect as a route between
figure 1:1 Path leading to existing link

figure 1:2 Existing Camley Street Link
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The view here (figure 2.1) gives a sense
of how directly Camley Street’s southern
extension leads into the heart of the Kings

8

Cross development. The cranes which are
6

visible are working on the Euro-terminal
platforms at St Pancras station.
4

All the land to the left of this picture will be

5
3

intensively developed in the next 15 years.
Camley Street could be very useful for

figure 2:2 Camley Street Nature Reserve

whose accessibility would be improved by
improvements to Camley Street’s northern

1

connectivity. That Camley Street Reserve

2

7

forms a key part of the main canalside public
space outlined by the Kings Cross developers
demonstrates how central Camley Street’s
role could be in accessing Kings Cross.

figure 2:1 St Pancras Station under development
KEY
St Pancras Church
Gardens
2 Camley Street Nature
Reserve
3 Jubilee Centre
4 Elm Village
5 Cedar Park Industrial Est
6 Existing Camley Street link
7 “Granary Square”
8 New Camley Street Link

non-motor traffic getting to and from the

1

Kings Cross development and WC and EC
addresses. The poor quality of its connectivity
at its north end limits this potential.
Camley Street Nature Reserve is already
a public destination on Camley Street
figure 2:3 St Pancras Church Gardens

figure 2:4 Camley Street running into the heart of Kings Cross
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Figure 3.1 shows some of the “links” to and
from the Kings Cross site set out by the
developers Argent St George.

3

It is hard to over-estimate the importance of
good access to the case made by Argent St
George in their consultation document “A
Framework for Regeneration”. This is the first
statement in “Framework Principles” (the bold
text is original):
…We ought to:
•

Create a network of safe

pedestrian routes and other
connections, to…integrate King’s Cross
Central with existing neighbourhoods

1

and communities in Camden, Islington
2

and Bloomsbury

KEY
1 link through St Pancras
Church Gardens
2 Bridge from Camley
Street Nature Reserve
“Granary Square”
3 Camley Street link

figure 3:1 New links to the Kings Cross site

figure 3:2 Camley Street Nature Reserve bridge

Figure 3.1 is taken from Argent St George’s

known as “Granary Square”. The St Pancras

document and shows the Camley Street

Gardens link is unresolved as far as cycle

link set out in this report as a possible

access is concerned. The bridge option is

connection. Also relevant to Camley Street

highly complementary to a possible Camley

are the links shown through St Pancras

Street link. It appears in all the options for

Church Gardens and the bridge spanning

the redevelopment of the Kings Cross site’s

between Camley Street Nature Reserve and

northern area and would appear at this stage

the heart of the Kings Cross redevelopment

to be a “definite” part of the development.
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Camden policy for Kings Cross Development

areas to the north and west - Elm Village,

cycle and pedestrian accessibility is ambitious

Maiden Lane, Camley Street natural park,

but with the immense amount of traffic that

and Somers Town - need to be linked through

will be generated by the Euro-terminal and

the site to areas to the east at Copenhagen

the new office developments every option to

Street/York Way.”

encourage non-polluting access to and from
the site is essential. The extract opposite

The Draft Deposit UDP confirms municipal

from the draft UDP refers to public transport

appreciation

systems already close to the limit of their

tackling pedestrian/cycle access from the

capacity.

west. There does not seem to be specific

for

the

“bridge”
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proposal

mention of improving the Camley Street link
The

Draft

Deposit

UDP

confirms

the

importance of access between the Kings

notwithstanding the clear indication of this link
in material from the Kings Cross developers.

����������������������������������������

Cross site and the northern part of the
local area which features in the CCCU

Also clear is the determination to co-ordinate

neighbourhood renewal programme. The

cycleways in the development area with the

Maiden Lane Estate, itself built on former

London Cycling Network. This is achievalble

railway lands, is the main housing area lying

in a number of ways including a connection

immediately to the north of the Kings Cross

via the bridge to a new section of the Cycling

Site.

Network on Camley Street. Making Camley
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����

Street part of the Cycling Network will simplify
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King’s Cross Planning Brief paragraph 2.3.24

linking the Kings Cross development to the

�������������

(under the general heading ‘Pedestrian and

London Cycling Network. Access between

Cycle Links’) states: “Linkages to the wider

Camley Street and Agar Grove which is

�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
�������������������������������������������������������������������

area should be reinforced where they exist

easily negotiable by bicyclists is necessary

and options for new connections facilitated

if Camley Street is to feature on the London

and fully explored. As far as practicable, the

Cycling Network.

����

������������������������������������������������������������������������������
������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������

���
figure 4:1 Draft Deposit UDP (June 03) extract
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The London Cycling Network is partly

significantly and most of the routes shown

acknowledged in the map of Strategic Cycle

on the map will not be implemented due to

Routes shown in the Camden Draft Deposit

funding cuts. Even the few remaining links

UDP. There is an obvious contrast between

in Camden have now been put off till 2006/7

the London Cycling Network plan of area and

which means they may well never happen.

that provided in the Draft Deposit UDP. This is

Creating cycling links between two areas,

explained in the same document:

that are currently cut off by an obstruction,
to provide cycle routes on less heavily

Many
or

other

links

are

proposed,

the precise routes have
all

already

exist

but

n o t

trafficked roads, will become
correspondingly
more

important,

been fixed…The

especially with the

Council will safeguard

steady emergence

all

existing

and

cycling

walking

of the Kings Cross

routes,

development

will implement new routes

in

where the necessary land

the

next

decade.

is in its control, will seek
to

connect

the

routes

to

new

development, and will seek to extend them
where development makes this possible.
The foregoing appears to be an open
ended commitment to adding cycle routes
throughout Camden. Available monies are a
factor.

The LCN has

now been scaled down
figure 5:1

figure 5:2 London Cycling Network with Camley Street
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A link at the end of Camley Street has

pedestrians simultaneously. All the same, it

similarites to the existing link at the north end

does show how a link can work and how, for

of Charlton Street in the heart of the CCCU

example, it can disgorge reasonably safely

area. Both links are used by pedestrians/

onto a busy main road.
����� � �� ����

cyclists and lie between streets with very
different roles in the street hierarchy and
between different levels.
The Charlton Street link is by no means
completely resolved because it has not
been adapted to accommodate cyclists and

�
���
��
��
��

��
��

OAKLEY SQUARE

figure 6:1 Charlton Street/Oakley Square link

CHARLTON ST

figure 6:2 Charlton Street and Camley Street links
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figure 7:1 Camley Street Workshops

figure 7:2 Cedar Way Industrial Estate

figure 7:3 Elm Village

figure 7:4 Street trees on a street without front doors

The fact that Kings Cross’ development will

dominate the public space of the street.

housing estate which is arranged once again

1.2). Previous proposals to make a direct link

transform Camley Street if its development

South of the North London Line viaduct the

so it has only the most functional relationship

between the Agar Grove Estate and Camley

follows

consultation

street space is used in a more orderly, less

to Camley Street. The street is generally

Street dating from the mid-nineties were

document “Framework for Regeneration” is

improvisatory way (see figure 7:4). Along

seen as an access road which makes it less

resisted by the Housing Initiative Department

significant only so far as the developers need

this section is the Cedar Way Industrial Estate

friendly for pedestrians - a place for white

working with the estate TRA.

to pay attention to the value of improving

consisting of vehicle based supply and

vans and cars…and criminals who have uses

Camley Street’s part in the connectivity of the

distribution businesses. They are housed in

for the “tranquility”.

city around Kings Cross. In short and medium

“tin sheds” with car-parks secured with tough

term, Camley Street will not change much.

steel

the

developers

fencing.

Facing this estate is

For local businesses and residents, Camley
Street provides connectivity for them alone.

The streets ambiguous quietness renders

They do not want additional connectivity at the

all activity which isn’t vehicular somewhat

north end of Camley Street. But beneficiaries

Its current condition is a reflection of the

conspicuous. More pedestrian traffic to the

may well not be local in a narrow sense

modern planning process which consigns

Jubilee Centre will not be welcome nor will

but users of sustainable transport making

certain uses - in their most quotidian forms -

an increase in bike or predestrian traffic

journeys to and from the Camley Street

to less public and well-used parts of a city.

from improved links at the end of Camley

destinations - the nature park, St Pancras

The private sense of space becomes sharp

Street. Residents of Elm Village and the Agar

Gardens, and eventually Kings Cross, and of

and unpleasantly territorial at the north end of

Grove Estates are keen to close the existing

course the centre of London.

the street where the Camley Street workshops

footway at the end of Camley Street (figure

the Elm Village

figure 7:5 Camley Street fencing
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PUBLIC DESTINATIONS Camley Street’s

southern tip. Together Camley Street Nature

public destinations should be emphasised

Reserve,

in thinking about access in the area. Whilst

the Jubilee Centre and Kings Cross are a

Camley Street is obviously a backwater

very good reason to think positively about

for depot sheds, delivery vans, automotive

improving public access in the area. Camley

workshops and a

St

Pancras

Church

Gardens,

few cash n’ carry

Street’s potential to improve sustainable

shoppers, it has important public

transport locally would be enhanced by a

destinations along it and at its

ramp down to the Regents Canal. Camley
Street’s identity as a backwater is not fixed: it

Poor signage for
destinations that
are important to
non-business public

figure 8:1 Existing signs on Camley Street

could become important to a wider public.

figure 8:3 Jubilee Centre on the canal

figure 8:2 Granary Square - proposed heart of Kings Cross development, by the canal and Camley Nature Park
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��

dead end at north
end of Camley
Street

�
����
����

� �� ��

����������

figure 9:1 Camley Street north end: dead end space with possible access to Agar Grove

constraints.

����
����

orientate the reader of this report.

� ������

��

THE SITE which is the so-called
at

��

the

��

area

��
������� �����

figure 9:2 Camley Street retaining wall (low end)

figure 9:3 North end of Camley Street: key elements and landmarks

�������
�����

��������
�����
������

northernmost tip of Camley Street

��
���
���

�����
������
����
�������

���� ���

Estate

������
������
���������
���

Camley Street and the Agar Grove

“hammerhead”

�

��

������ ������

THE EMBANKMENT which is retained
by the retaining wall and lies between

3

���

the embankment
2

����
�����
������
� �� �

THE RETAINING WALL which retains

the retaining wall
at the south end of
figure 9.2

��

improving access. These site elements are

��������

������
����
������

��

area which will be recognisable and serve to

� �� �

����

or elements which affect the feasibility of

�������
�������
��������

����������

Figure 9.2 also identifies parts of the

1

��

��

���

The area has clearly identifiable components

identified in figure 9.2 and listed below:

�

this is the idea behind this proposal.

�� ��

�

proposal, along with planning and budgetary

����������

London Line viaduct is a dead-end. Changing

��

key constraints on the feasibility of the ramp

� ��

The part of Camley Street north of the North

��������� ����
���� ���� �������
���� � �������� ��
�������� ���������

����
���
����

�

The size and structure of these elements are

�

THE NORTH END OF CAMLEY STREET

�����

��

���� �����
������

�������� ���� ������
�� ������
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The proposal for improved access at the north
end of Camley Street rests on the possibility

�
����
����

����
�� � �������
����������
����
���� �����

of creating a new ramp in the space just north

���� �����

of the Camley Street Workshops.

����� ����������
� ���� ������

Improved access for cyclists, wheelchair
users, and pedestrians to a lesser extent,
necessitates a ramp. Of sufficient width

����������

and located with respect to the abutting

figure 10:2 Camley Street-Agar Grove: difference in level

railway track according to the requirements
of Network Rail, a new ramp would enable
cyclists and pedestrians to make their way
far more directly to and from Camley Street

����
�� ������ �������
�� ����������
��� ����������
��� ����

into the ordinary network of streets around
Agar Grove. The ramp, in other words, would
turn Camley Street into a useful part of the
street network for cyclists. It would no longer
������ ������

be necessary to clamber up a concrete stair
������
������
���������

holding a bike or a pram.
The proposal allows for a ramp in two flights
or a dog-leg arrangement necessary because
of constraints discussed in this report. The
arrangement is not “perfect” but it is fully

figure 10:1 Diagram showing proposed route

practicable.

figure 10:3 The dead-end of Camley Street where the ramp would be located

������ ������
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The schematic diagram opposite clarifies
an important aspect of the proposal for
improved access between Camley Street
and Agar Grove, namely that part of it is
provided by a free-standing ramp alongside
the boundary with the railways and the other
part of the new route is provided for on top of
the existing embankment.
��

�
����
����

�����

��

��� ����
������� �� ��� ��
����������
� �� ��

�

��� ����

�

� ��

�

����������

�

���� �� ��� �����
������� �� ��� ��
����������

��

�

�

��

��

�� �

figure 11:2 Schematic showing basic proposal for new access between Camley Street and Agar Grove
����������

� �� �

����
�����

��

figure 11:1 Plan showing proposed ramp in context

��

����

��

��������
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The ramp is a straightforward and easy-to-

figure 12:2 Isometric view of ramp

understand structure. It will need careful
design to overcome the problems posed by its
long flights, to reduce the dangers of downhill
speeding by cyclists and make it friendlier
to pedestrians. The long flights are potential
problems for a few users of non-motorised
wheelchairs but will not cause problems for
reasonably fit cyclists or pedestrians.

��� ������������� ����
�� �������
������� �������� �� ������� ����

���� �� ����
�� ���� �����

����������
��� ������
������� �� ��� ��
����������

��������
���������� ����
�� ����������

������ �� �������
������ ���� ����� ��������
figure 12:1 Proposed ramp: side elevation

����
�� ��� �������
��������� � �� ����

���� ����������
������� ������� ��������
��� ������
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�
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�
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�
�
�
�
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���� ��������
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��� ����

���������� �������
������ ����
�� ���� ����� ����
������ �����
�

������ �����
�

���������� �������
������ ����
�� ���� ����� ����

��� ����

ESTATE ROAD OPTION

RAILINGS

This option shows the ramp’s top exit being

This option shows the part of the link situated

onto the Agar Grove’s Estate’s access road.

on the embankmnet (green area) with open

This reduces the length of enclosed ramp or
link space and reduces pressure on Agar
Grove for junction redesign

������
������
���������

railings facing the estate road. This reduces
the hemmed-in effect of being wthin narrowly
spaced walls.

������
������
���������
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TERMS OF REFERENCE
The terms of reference for this report are to

�
����
����

explore how “connectivity” can be improved
at the north end of Camley Street. Camley
Kings Cross Railway Lands development
site.
figure 14:1 Camley Street view north

There is a possibility of providing an additional

��� ����

���������� ����
�� ��� ��������

pedestrians-only route for part or all of the
link, allowing walkers to avoid sharing the
ramp (except for those pushing a wheelchair).
This could be done by creating (or ‘laying’) a
path on top of the existing embankment.

������ ������

Pedestrians could access
this embankment via
a few steps

����
�����
������
������ ����

Street runs along the western flank of the

To get onto the embankment wheelchair
unfriendly access would probably be needed
unless it were demonstrated that the low
section of retaining wall could be replaced
figure 14:2 Access point to top of retaining wall

by a ramp.

������
������
���������

It is also clear that creating a path on the
embankment would necessitate removing
many semi-mature trees. These may provide
some reduction of train-noise but such
provisos remained unexplored at this point.
figure 14:3 Option with path on top of retaining wall

TOM YOUNG ARCHITECTS on behalf of Camden Cycling Campaign
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If more than one flight is needed, there must be rest places between the flights. These should be
level if under cover (1 in 50 gradient if outside to drain surface water) should
be at least 1500mm
�
With
long
ramp
being
such
anThe
inevitable
����of a ramp should be at least
long aand
the full
width
of the
ramp.
landings at the foot�and
head
�
�
�
1200mm
obstruction
as door swing and, again, should be the
full width of
����
feature
of along,
newclear
link of
forany
Camley
Street,such
it may
the ramp.
�� � �������
be necessary to consider including a set of
����������
����
The minimum
surface width
of a ramp
be 1200mm, but as with stairways, two-way
stairs
for pedestrians
not wishing
to should
use the
���� �����
movement requires more space preferably 2000mm (minimum 1800mm).
ramp.
Handrails should be provided on each side, with a minimum clear width rail to rail of 1000mm.
Where this unobstructed width exceeds 2000mm, a central, continuous handrail may be used as an
����������
alternative
to aimages
handrail on
eachon
side.how stairs
The
adjacent
touch

figure 15:4 Montage street view

������ ������

����
might
be included
a link be
scheme.
The sides
of a rampinshould
protected by a raised solid kerb at least 100mm in height. Australian
������ �� ������
standards also state that if the kerb height exceeds 75mm there must be no slot or gap greater than
20mm in the range of 75mm to 150mm. This is done to avoid the possibility of the footplate of a
They
are treated
herethe
askerb
distinct
feature trapped.
of
wheelchair
riding over
or becoming
These standards also require the ramp-side
face of the kerb to be flush with, or no more than 100mm away from the ramp-side face of the
the streetscape at the end of Camley Street.
handrail.
The top stair landing becomes a “bridge”
Transition between level and inclined parts of the ramp should be sufficiently rounded to ensure
spanning
the street.
Such
ancaught
emphatic
that a wheelchair
user does
not get
by the foot supports. There is rarely a need for cross fall
on
a
ramp.
If
drainage
is
thought
likely
be a problem, the use of a pervious surface should be
feature also serves to demarcate theto space
considered.
beyond where the foot of the proposed ramp
Physically fitting a ramp into the available space can be a problem if a lift cannot be made
can
be reached.
available. South Yorkshire Passenger Transport Executive has calculated that a ramp needed to
������
give an over-rail clearance of 4.8 metres above platform level would require some 76 metres
in
length at 1 in 12 or 126 metres at 1 in 20, both measurements allowing for rest points. It is ������
not clear
���������
how practicable ramps of this length would be for wheelchair users. Many manual wheelchair
users
would probably not be able to manage these distances unaided, though what constitutes a
reasonable maximum length is not known; this is an area where further research is needed. The
report of the European COST 335 project on Passengers Accessibility of Heavy Rail Systems states
that ramps should never be longer than 132 metres in total and preferably no longer than 50
metres. The preferred figure (50 metres) means that ramps should not be used to bridge between
platforms. No individual flight of a ramp should have a length of more than 10 metres or rise more
figure 15:2 Schematic plan with stair over street
than 500mm.

Where railway stations are being refurbished provision of lifts should be considered where the
alternative would be a long ramp. However, it would be unrealistic to expect that lifts will always
be provided so, in spite of their drawbacks, lengthy ramps are likely to remain the only way of
providing access for wheelchair users in some places. Where a long ramp is unavoidable, stairs
should also be provided; some people prefer to climb a shorter staircase (properly designed) than a
very much longer ramp.
figurehazard
15:1 DoT
“Inclusive
Mobility”
The
warning
tactile
surface should be used at the foot of ramps to on-street LRT platforms,
but should not be used at other ramps. Ramp surfaces must be slip resistant and non-reflective. A
colour and tone contrasting V shaped marking on the ramp surface is helpful, with the apex of the
V at the top of the ramp or ramp section.

pedestrian stairs with short
path on top of embankment
leading back to Agar Grove
figure 15:3 View of possible stair arrangement

TOM YOUNG ARCHITECTS on behalf of Camden Cycling Campaign
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a site
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The proposal outlined here depends on
many conditions but the most obvious factor
determining the projects achievability is room
to build a link. It seems space does exist in the
triangular plot at the head of Camley Street.
The proposal shows how a ramp could be
“fitted” into the space which is sometimes
referred to as the “hammerhead”.
76
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figure 16:1 Fill identifies the site
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figure 16:2 Site dimensions
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The ownership of “the site” is quite complex.
Effectively, the land in question belonged
to the railways until the mid-seventies. The
western edge of the Kings Cross railway
lands site was given over to railfreight until
lorry-based distribution destroyed railhead
depots like Kings Cross and Kentish Town.

Camden

Camden
Inland Revenue: Taxes Acts 2002-2003 Vol.6 Statutory Instruments - I INTEREST RELIEF: QUALIFYING
LENDERS S.I. 1983 No.1907 T
Camden
IBOS finance

Camley Street was extended northwards

Coutts Finance Co.
Credit & Guarantee Insurance Company Limited

in the Seventies to access areas of new
development including the Camley Street

Duncan Lawrie Limited
Edward Manson and Company Limited
Essex and Suffolk Insurance Company Limited
Inland Revenue: Taxes Acts 2002-2003 Vol.6 Statutory Instruments - I INTEREST RELIEF: QUALIFYING LENDERS S.I. 1983 No.1907 THE INCOME TAX (INTER…
Euro-Latinamerican Bank Limited
Excess Insurance Company Limited
Fairmount Trust Limited
First Co-operative Finance Limited
Home
index
Search Limited Help
First A-Z
National
Securities
Forward Trust Limited
INTEREST RELIEF: QUALIFYING LENDERS
General Surety
& Guarantee Co. Limited
Gray Dawes p.l.c. S.I. 1983 No.1907
Guardian Royal Exchange Assurance p.l.c.
THE INCOME TAX (INTEREST RELIEF) (QUALIFYING LENDERS) ORDER 1983168
Henry Ansbacher & Co. Limited
figure 17:3 Inland Revenue tax relief scheme
Heritable Capital Plan Limited
Made
19th December 1983
HFC Trust & Savings Limited
The Treasury, in exercise of the powers conferred on them by paragraph 14(2) of Schedule 7 to the Finance
Holdenhurst Securities Limited
Act 1982 169, as amended by section 17(3) and (4) of the Finance Act 1983, hereby make the following
IBOS Finance Limited
Order:1. This Order may be cited as the Income Tax (Interest Relief) (Qualifying Lenders) Order 1983.
Lloyds and Scottish Trust Limited
2. The following bodies are prescribed for the purposes of Part IV of Schedule 7 to the Finance Act 1982:Lloyds Bank p.l.c.
(a) Generally for those purposesLloyds
Bowmaker
figure 17:4 IBOS
Finance
Ltd
listed
by IRLimited
asLimited
“qualifying lender”
Alliance
Assurance
Company
...
Lombard Acceptances Limited
Associates Capital Corporation Limited
& Ulster
Atlas Lombard
Assurance Company
LimitedLimited
figure 17:2 Inland Revenue tax relief scheme

Workshops. The Workshops were developed
using private finance incentivised under
an Inland Revenue scheme that enabled
Camden to develop inner-city workspace
without shouldering the capital cost directly.
Ownership of Camley Street north of the
North London Line is thus: Camden own the
freehold. Ibos Finance have a leasehold with
a leaseback arrangement to Camden.
The freehold and leasehold curtilage is
shown in the adjacent map which includes
an outlined area of railway. It includes the
embankment and street space as well as the
“hammerhead” area.
figure 17:1 Former railway now Camley Street

27/8/03 9:39
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For the purposes of this report, TYA obtained

Clearly there are some legalities to clear up

as much information as possible about

here. Notice as well that the rail authority

the ownership of the areas affected by

reserves rights of access and maintenance

the proposal to provide a much better link

even on the Agar Grove Estate and appears

between Agar Grove and Camley Street.

to have rights of veto over development
adjacent to its property though this would

The Harrow Land Registry and Camden’s

certainly need to be clarified.

legal department provided information.
Lines of communication between the rail
The “hammerhead” has been informally

authority and LB Camden are fairly good at

“adopted” (see figure 18.2) by the Council

the moment. It is a good time to reach an

although its exact title is unclear (figure 18.1

understanding about a possible new link

and 18.3).

alongside rail land.

figure 18:1 Extract from memo from LBC legal dept

figure 18:2 Extract from memo from LBC legal dept

figure 18:3 Extract from memo from LBC legal dept

TOM YOUNG ARCHITECTS on behalf of Camden Cycling Campaign
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Basic design guidelines are available. It would

narrower the ramp, the

appear that any ramp carrying cyclists and

longer the ramp can

pedestrians, should be wider than 3.8m i.e

be. In other words,

1.8m for the pedestrian lane and 3.0m for the

increasing the width of

two-way cyclist flows.

the ramp means �������
reducing
�� ��� ��

���� �� ��� �����

its height.

����������

This minimum width is the basis for the
proposal shown here.

The length of flights is a concern but given
the site’s shape/size alternatives are hard to

It is a important design constraint because

see. LBC’s proposed use of “rumble strips”

given the arrangement shown in the proposal

to slow bikes is a help.

*
*
*

*
*
*

*

The minimum width for a two-way cycle path is 2 metres (if clear
both sides), with 3 metres or more being preferable.
The minimum footway width adjacent to this is 1.8 metres (if clear
both sides), with 3 metres minimum with higher pedestrian flows.
Shared use paths are not usually favoured by the borough as they are
unpopular with residents. 'Segregated but adjacent' paths are preferable.
A shared-use path must be at least 5 metres in width, to be acceptable to
the general public.
Designing in a good pedestrian path is important for gaining public
support for a project like this.
The borough trys to avoid the use of chicanes or guardrail to slow
cycles down. They cause bikes to swerve and so can be dangerous. Perhaps
the use of slight 'rumble ' strips would be preferable, if necessary.
The ramp required to get from one level to another should be
constructed so that the 'under-ramp' area can not be used as a hideout or as
a dumping area. Fencing should be added to prohibit access but maintain a
view through.
Along the ramp you should consider additional street lighting using white light for good face recognition. The cost would be roughly
£1500 for each column.

figure 19:1 LBC’s Street Policy Team email to TYA, 20/6/03

3 Footways, Footpaths and Pedestrian Areas
figure 19:2 Design guidelines from LBC’s Streetworks Design Guide

The distinction between a footway and a footpath is that a footway (usually called the pavement) is
the part of a highway adjacent to, or contiguous with, the carriageway on which there is a public
right of way on foot. A footpath has no contiguous carriageway. Where reference is made to one, it
can generally be regarded as applying to the other for design purposes.
3.1 Widths
A clear width of 2000mm allows two wheelchairs to pass one another comfortably. This should be
regarded as the minimum under normal circumstances. Where this is not possible because of
physical constraints 1500mm could be regarded as the minimum acceptable under most
circumstances, giving sufficient space for a wheelchair user and a walker to pass one another. The
absolute minimum, where there is an obstacle, should be 1000mm clear space. The maximum
length of restricted width should be 6 metres (see also Section 8.3). If there are local restrictions or
obstacles causing this sort of reduction in width they should be grouped in a logical and regular
pattern to assist visually impaired people.
figure 19:3 DoT document “Inclusive Mobility”

It is also recommended that there should be minimum widths of 3000mm at bus stops and 3500mm
to 4500mm by shops though it is recognized that available space will not always be sufficient to
achieve these dimensions.
Where a cycle track runs alongside a footway or a footpath best practice is to physically segregate
the two as advocated in Local Transport Note (LTN) 2/86 Shared Use by Cyclists and Pedestrians.

TOM YOUNG ARCHITECTS on behalf of Camden Cycling Campaign
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������������������������ ������ �����������������������������������

COMMUNITY SAFETY A new dimension

access road. This would at least

of planning policy and development control

reduce the need for complicated

concerns “community safety”. Access is a

junction redesign on Agar Grove. It

goal in its own right but also exposes places

would also make the Camley Street

to criminality (just as the M25 did when it was

link a much shorter journey between

����������������������������
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������
�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
�����������������
������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
�������������������������������������

��������

�������������������
��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
������������������������������������������������������������������������������

opened) and so is a community safety issue.

“proper” street spaces.

Council housing tenants want defendable

Community

space around their buildings. Recent work on

evaluation of the following issues:

Safety

���������������������

���������������������
��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������

requires
���

•

traffic safety & junction redesign

•

security in the new link

•

security to surrounding spaces

���

�����������������������
figure 20:2 Draft Deposit UDP: community safety
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������

figure 20:5 Railings

����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
��������������������������������������������������������������������

Design issues include lighting, removal of

blind spots, good overseeing by neighbouring
���� ��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
������������������������������������������������������������������������������������

buildings, secured ramp undercrofts ����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
and
����������������������������������������������
considerations leading to normal usage.
����

figure 20:1 New railings to Agar Grove Estate

the Agar Grove Estate reflects this (see figure
20.1). Note railings are prefered to solid
walls. They define a security line much closer

������������
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
��������������������������������������������������������������������������������
���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
���������������������������������������������������������������������������������
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
������������������������������������������������������������������������������������

��

to estate buildings. This makes the “porosity”
of surrounding spaces less problematic
which may mean that the Camley Street link
can disgorge onto the Agar Grove Estate
figure 20:3 Agar Grove Estate Access Road

figure 20:4 3-D view of link showing opening onto access road
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The sides of a ramp should be protected by a raised solid kerb at least 100mm in height. Australian
standards also state that if the kerb height exceeds 75mm there must be no slot or gap greater than
20mm in the range of 75mm to 150mm. This is done to avoid the possibility of the footplate of a
wheelchair
riding over
the kerb or becoming
These
also require
the ramp-side
TOM
YOUNG
ARCHITECTS
ontrapped.
behalf
of standards
Camden
Cycling
Campaign
face of the kerb to be flush with, or no more than 100mm away from the ramp-side face of the
handrail.

CAMLEY STREET LINK

Transition between level and inclined parts of the ramp should be sufficiently rounded to ensure
that a wheelchair user does not get caught by the foot supports. There is rarely a need for cross
fall
contents
on a ramp. If drainage is thought likely to be a problem, the use of a pervious surface should be
considered.

gradient

The usefulness of a new link between Camley

size, surrounding structure and existing

Street and Agar Grove is very dependent on

usage. It is not clear either whether one

ensuring any ramp or inclined surface is not

is creating an improvement to the general

too steep. Steep slopes are discouraging to

connectivity of the city or a link intended

everyone.

specifically to serve disabled people and
cyclists, only justifiable as such.

Given certain design constraints discussed
here - avoiding alteration to the main retaining

There are plenty of well-used “links” in the

wall, distance from the rail bed, width of any

borough which are steeper than the desired

ramp or link, the size of the space at the north

1:20 gradient. Roads on hills form part of

end of Camley Street (the “hammerhead”) -

the essential connectivity of the city too. No

the ramp proposal outlined here appears to

more than a straightforward adaptation to an

be the option that allows the easiest slope, in

underlying natural topography, these cannot

the region 1:14 - 1:16.

be

suborned to an ideal gradient without

unrealistic
However, the Camley Street link cannot

expense

though

incremental

improvement is possible and carried out.

Physically fitting a ramp into the available space can be a problem if a lift cannot be made
available. South Yorkshire Passenger Transport Executive has calculated that a ramp needed to
give an over-rail clearance of 4.8 metres above platform level would require some 76 metres in
length at 1 in 12 or 126 metres at 1 in 20, both measurements allowing for rest points. It is not clear
how practicable ramps of this length would be for wheelchair users. Many manual wheelchair users
would probably not be able to manage these distances unaided, though what constitutes a
reasonable maximum length is not known; this is an area where further research is needed. The
report of the European COST 335 project on Passengers Accessibility of Heavy Rail Systems states
that ramps should never be longer than 132 metres in total and preferably no longer than 50
metres. The preferred figure (50 metres) means that ramps should not be used to bridge between
platforms. No individual flight of a ramp should have a length of more than 10 metres or rise more
than 500mm.
figure 21:2 DoT “Inclusive Mobility”

Where railway stations are being refurbished provision of lifts should be considered where the
alternative would be a long ramp. However, it would be unrealistic to expect that lifts will always
As described in Section 3.2, most guidelines specify 5 per cent (1 in 20) as the preferred gradient
be provided so, in spite of their drawbacks, lengthy ramps are likely to remain the only way of
and 8 per cent (1 in 12) as the absolute maximum acceptable. There is a relationship between the
providing access for wheelchair users in some places. Where a long ramp is unavoidable, stairs
length of a ramp and the gradient that people can manage; the longer the ramp the less severe the
should also be provided; some people prefer to climb a shorter staircase (properly designed) than a
gradient that is feasible. One possible approach to this is, where a lengthy ramp is necessary, to
very much longer ramp.
design more frequent landings and lesser slopes for each successive segment.
The
hazard
warning
surface
should
be used
thelowest
foot ofpractical
ramps to
on-street
platforms,
figure
21:3states
DoT
“Inclusive
Mobility”
BS
8300
that atactile
ramped
approach
should
haveatthe
gradient
andLRT
should
be
but
should
not
be
used
at
other
ramps.
Ramp
surfaces
must
be
slip
resistant
and
non-reflective.
A
within the limits shown in the table below.
colour and tone contrasting V shaped marking on the ramp surface is helpful, with the apex of the
V at the top of the ramp or ramp section.

include the landings and changes of direction
which are expected where ramps are
designed to enable movement around or

A slightly steeper gradient of 1 in 10 is acceptable over very short distances, for example a ramp
covering a distance of 600mm. Gradients steeper than 1 in 10 are not only physically difficult to
manage but may cause the wheelchair to overbalance.

within buildings or building complexes. The
Building Regulations require a landing after a
10m run. Attempting to reduce the length of
flights and stick rigourously to a 1:20 gradient
- see the Building Regulations - would render
the project of re-using the space at the north
end of Camley Street for an improved link
almost impossible, with constraints of site
figure 21:1 The Building Regulations: buildings only

figure 21:4 The Building Regulations: ideal ramp with note about length of flights
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contents

Tom Young
24a

Bartholomew

Villas

Architects
London

NW5 2LL

t+f_020 7482 3993
thdyoung@compuserve.com

project: Camley Street Link
client: Camden Cycling Campaign
from: Network Rail - Alan Perry
date: 11/6/03

The following is given as advice based upon a desktop response, more specific
comments would require a site visit and your detailed proposals:
figure 22:2 Retaining wall - Estate garages
figure 22:3 Retaining wall - typical tree growth

figure 22:1 Retaining wall - low end

figure 22:4 Retaining wall by “hammerhead”

I concur that the area coloured orange is Network Rail property.

RETAINING

WALL

AND

EMBANKMENT

We assume that new structures to improve
accessbility on Camley Street should not
entail changes to the retaining wall identified
before as an element constraining the
project’s feasibility.

Consideration should be given to ensure that the construction and
subsequentmaintenance of any proposed structure can be carried out without
adverselyaffecting the safety of, or encroaching upon Network Rail's adjacent land,and
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therefore all/any structures should be situated at least 2m from NetworkRail's boundary.
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This should allow construction and future maintenance to becarried out from the
applicant's land, thus avoiding provision and costs ofrailway look-out protection,
supervision and other facilities necessary whenworking from or on railway land.
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Fully detailed plans of the structure/ramp, including cross-sections, should be submitted

it “moves” northwards, it changes from a
roadside to railside structure. Although the
railside conditions are clearly problematic, it is
obvious that interfering with the retaining wall
would cause considerable expense.

There must be no surcharging of retaining walls by structures, roads, or other works; the

Rail

have

clear

requirements

regarding the integrity of the wall next to their
track (see figure 22.5).
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lines of influence of foundations, etc are not to breach the wall face. Network Rail to be
provided with calculations etc. to demonstrate that the stability of the wall will not be
adversely affected by/during the proposed works/development.
Cranes or jibbed machines used in connection with the works must be sited such that
the jib does not swing over Network Rail's property, and in the event of failure does not
fall within 3m of Network Rail's boundary. However, where this siting is unavoidable,

Network
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Network Rail must be consulted; crane working diagrams, specification and method of
working must be submitted for written approval prior to commencement of work.
The ramp parapet parallel to the railway must be min. 1.8m high and with a traffic face
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The geometry of this wall means that as

before works commence, in order to ensure that Network Rail's adjacent property and
works will not be adversely affected during and after the carrying out of the works.
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which is imperforate and without hand or footholds.

figure 22:5 Email from Network Rail to TYA, 11/6/03
I would reiterate that the above are basic comments and could be amended upon
receipt of detailed proposals.

figure 22:6 Retaining wall become railside structure
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embankment
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The proposal entails using part of the
embankment running up towards Agar Grove

Notes following a site visit to Camley Street, NW1 with Tom Young on 25 June 2003.

as a section of the new route.

The notes are prepared based on observations made during the site visit and on information received

from Tom Young Architects (TYA) in their e-mails and attachments of 25 June and 1 July 2003.

I visited Camley Street, NW1 with Tom Young of TYA on the evening of 25 June 2003. I did so to

The embankment - retained by the retaining

discuss the structural feasibility of proposals by TYA to install a ramped cycleway to link Camley
Street with Agar Grove, at a level some 3m above it (levels to be confirmed).

wall referred to previously - poses two main

The proposals require the construction of a suspended ramp above the northern edge (footpath) of
Camley Street, in front of an existing brick retaining wall and to a level of approximately 2.6m above
the street (levels to be confirmed), then the construction of a ground-bearing ramp on the existing
retained ground, above and behind the existing brick retaining wall and to the level of Agar Grove.

problems. Firstly, it is heavily “treed” and
removing trees will be costly. Secondly, there
is cabling in the embaknment associated with

The construction of the suspended ramp will require the installation of new foundations, either pads or
piles. The foundations will be sited away from the toe of the retaining wall and their design – together
with a construction methodology - will be developed to ensure no impact on the retaining wall. Site
investigation will be required to determine the form and level of the foundations of the retaining wall
and the nature of the ground conditions beneath Camley Street.

the railway (see figure 23.2) which will have
to be protected.

The construction of the ground-bearing ramp on the existing retained ground will be straightforward
and will ensure that new loads are balanced with - and do not exceed - existing loads on the retaining
wall. Site investigation will be required to confirm the form of the retaining wall and the nature of the
ground conditions above and behind it. Analysis will confirm the capacity of the retaining wall to
sustain new and existing loads.

However, the general objective of creating
a track suitable for cyclists and pedestrians
on the embankment is easily achievable, in

At this stage, no condition survey of the existing retaining wall has been carried out.

principle, without extra loading to the retaining

I note that the construction of the ground-bearing ramp is likely to require the removal of several
mature trees, unless the ramp can be routed between them, and the removal of several electrical
cables routed across the ground and, I think, belonging to Network Rail.

structure (see Arup letter - figure 23.3).

Richard Terry
18 July 2003

figure 23:2 Cables in embankment

figure 23:1 Heavy tree growth in embankment

figure 23:3 Arup letter to TYA
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Agar Grove
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access to green
park space

The Camley Street link may imply re-ordering
the streetspace on the railway bridge on
which the junction of Agar Grove, the Agar
Grove estate access road, Murray Street and
the intended Camley Street link is situated.
Economic regeneration is possible. The railauthority plans to redevelop its site at the
corner of Agar Grove and St Augustine’s
Road. The Maiden Lane Estate is to be
completely overhauled. The Camley Street
Link will bring in more potential customers

figure 24:1 Agar Grove: pink area showing where the proposed Camley Street Link would open onto Agar Grove

for businesses on Murray Street. Careful
positioning of street crossings and bus-stops
too could contribute to the enrichment of the

Zebra crossing

area, particularly if change is orchestrated
according to a detailed urban design plan.

figure 24:2 Agar Grove: significant public space

Site at junction of
Agar Grove and
St Augustine’s Rd

Murray Street
shops

garaging:
likely future
development site

Camley
Street Link

Figurehead
building

Bus-stop
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access

A vital consideration which needs to be
addressed in detailed design of a new link
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between Camley Street and Agar Grove is
access for the rail authority.
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The ramp shown in outline proposals
here creates a hard wall between the
“hammerhead” and the railway. This is an
impassable boundary, unless a way through
under the ramp is provided. Providing such
a way through is indicated as a possibility
in figure 25.1. This adaptation will have a
cost implication and generally adds to the
complication of the design.
There are other places along Camley Street
where it’s possible for the rail authority to
reach the railway and this must be borne in
noted in the adjacent plan. Getting rid of the
existing stairs up to the path along the North
London Line viaduct (the route is shown in
red) will free-up this existing point of access.

������ ������

mind in any negotiations. One such place is

figure 25:1 Possible access points
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figure 25:2 Path leading to existing link
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The Camley Street Link is an achievable

positive urbanisation. This means that Camley

ownership and rights of ways are critical

Agar Grove. Clarifying project costs suggests

project to improve access in Camden.

Street has been a backwater for a long time,

and should be resolved by the LBC legal

design development.

an access road for business. As such it fits

team with Property Services. Other major

ENCOURAGEMENT

into the matrix of sheds and the aggressive

constraints are listed in the table below.

The benefits to accessibility derive from the

one-way system that establish the character

encouragement to cyclists and pedestrians

of the eastern part of Camden Town (east

NEXT STEPS

that a new link gives. The appeal to

of Royal College Street). This harsh and

Build-out costs are not available at this time

Budgeting suggests negotiating with Argent

unassisted wheelchair users is bound to be

surly environment, dominated by motorised

(August 2003) because this work is not

St George and other possible funders.

less because of the length of ramp flight.

vehicles is challenged by the Kings Cross

funded to the level required to develop a

However, assisted wheelchair users will be

Development. In fact, it is a bleak contrast to

costable scheme. It is worth remarking in

Lastly, it is within the gift of anyone interested

encouraged by the link.

what is intended at Kings Cross and cries out

this connection that we have only been able

to promote the project by submitting a

for adaptation and modification.

to estimate - by counting bricks and on-site

planning application. This has the benefit of

measurement limited by poor access - the

“buying” formal determination on the project

difference in level between Camley Street and

from the borough.

RIGHT PLACE
The link is in the right place to give access to

Camley Street becoming more open to the

the heart of the Kings Cross development, the

public does begin a process of adapting the

new Euro Terminal, the centre of London and

CCCU area to the Kings Cross development.

the Camley Street destinations of St Pancras

Network

Rail’s

acquiescence

is

vital:

discussion should start immediately.

physical constraints

design constraints

planning constraints

site size

gradient & width

minimising local disturbance

Gardens, Camley Nature Reserve, the Jubilee

ECONOMIC REGENERATION

retaining wall integrity

embankment loading

community safety

Centre and the various businesses that are

An extension of the ideas outlined above

distance from railway

junction with Agar Grove

traffic management

located along the street.

is economic regeneration by Murray Street

tree-growth

junction with Camley Street

parking management
community liason/acceptance

resulting from improved access and the
CCCU

public using Camley Street much more to get

rail cables

lighting/guard rails/stairs etc

The widely acknowledged isolation of the

around London.

difference in street levels

appropriate materials

northern part of the CCCU area of benefit
(dominated by the Maiden Lane Estate) is

CONSTRAINTS

lessened by the improved access offered by

There are serious constraints on the Camley

the link. The link also points to a process of

Street link development. The legalities of

landscaping

other constraints

rail authority access

Network Rail

available budget

legal issues
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